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Web Browsers 

 
Question 

 
Answer 

 Does the Browser Cookies 27088 
feature only apply for Guided Buying 
scenarios? How about Ariba Catalogs / 
APC? 

This applies to Guided Buying only. 

 

Contracts Question Answer 
 Does the ACC-848 feature mean that 

even when the client has Buying only, 
they can integrate contracts from S/4 to 
Ariba Buying? 

Correct, SAP Ariba Contracts is 
not necessary. 

 Contracts can be imported if the 
customer is not using SAP Ariba 
Contracts? 

Correct, SAP Ariba Contracts is 
not necessary. 

 Is there any plan to support contract 
import (ACC-848) when ACW is in 
scope? or how this can be handled. Also, 
can this support multiple backend ERP's 
in 3EN scope?  

Currently there are no timelines 
available for multi-backend 
support. 

 If a client has buying only; can they 
benefit from the first feature mentioned 
here with the S/4 contracts integration?  

Correct, SAP Ariba Contracts is 
not necessary. 

 

Guided Buying Question Answer 
 

Does feature CP-25801 applicable to 
SAP ECC also? 

2NV is only available for the 
integration of Guided Buying with 
S/4HANA, 3EN only for the 
integration of Guided Buying with 
Central Procurement, hence it is not 
applicable for SAP ECC backends. 

 Can survey be customized for 
customers or standard for all 
customers? Can customer have 
visibility to this survey results?  

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 GB-8176 it is only for Japan 
requisitions? 

GB-8176 is only relevant to the 
Japan Subcontract Act (in Japan), 
yes. 

 Can we see those surveys? Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 Is this category automatically enabled 
as part of this release? 

The enablement needs 
configuration (allowSubcategory) 

 Is the collected data from the survey 
available to the administrator of the 
instance?  

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 
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Guided Buying… Question Answer 
 Are the guided buying survey results to 

SAP use? Or can we use it to get 
feedback on our own Guided Buying 
experience? 

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 For that survey, do we get a copy of the 
end user feedback? 

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 For the survey, what if they make a 
comment specific company content that 
purchasing needs to know about?  do 
we get a copy? 

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 Can the customer receive the feedback 
entered by the user? 

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

 

I may have missed it, what is 2NV and 
3EN? 

2NV is only available for the 
integration of Guided Buying with 
S/4HANA, 3EN only for the 
integration of Guided Buying with 
Central Procurement, hence it is not 
applicable for SAP ECC backends 

 When will Guided Buying support 
Services Hierarchy? 

In the context of ACC-848 a 
timeline is not yet available for the 
support of Services Hierarchy. 

 When will the survey tool be available? 
When will the survey tool be available? 
Can I use it as a buyer to create my 
own questionnaire to better understand 
my requesters? (e.g. which catalogs do 
they still want?) 

Mentioned survey functionality (GB-
24766) is for SAP use only. 

   
 

North Star Question Answer 
 Where can we see overall SAP North 

Star Approach and drill down to SAP 
Ariba North Star? 

We typically deliver our NorthStar to 
our customers and partners. Please 
work with your CSP to schedule a 
NorthStar session. 

   
 

 

 


